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1. INTRODUCTION 
This note offers two elementary remarks ((1.6) and (1.7) below) which 
show how the theory of quadratic forms might be used to attack the following 
well known problem of Serre. Let P be a projective module, say of rank Y, 
over the polynomial ring A = K[t, ,..., t,] in n variables over a field K. 
Serre has asked ([Z], p. 243) whether P must be free. The answer is affirmative 
in the following three cases: 
(I .l) n =: 0 or 1 : A is a principal ideal domain. 
(1.2) n-2 : Seshadri’s theorem [2]. 
(1.3) Y -.-z 1 : A is factorial (i.e. a unique factorization domain). 
Moreover the answer is “stably yes” in general. More precisely we have 
the following theorem of Grothendieck (see [I], Ch. XII): 
(1.4) The homomorphism K,,(A) -9% Z is an isomorphism. 
Combining this with the general stability theorems of ([I], Ch. IV) one 
concludes: 
(1.5) Y > n -z P is free. 
Excluding the special case Y 7: I therefore it appears that the problem is 
most tractable for large r and small n. Thus n :.= 3, Y = 3 is the next case to 
consider. From (I .5) one can deduce, using a simple argument on alternating 
forms (see 5 4) the following: 
(1.6) n = 3, Y .= 3 -+ P g< P’ @ A for some P’ (of rank two). 
Thus, for n == 3, it suffices to consider modules P of rank Y := 2. For these 
we shall establish, in 4 5, the following criterion: 
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(1.7) Suppose that Y = 2 (with no restriction on n). -Assume further 
that k is algebraically closed of characteristic -f 2. Then P is free if and only 
if it supports a nonsingular symmetric bilinear form. 
2. XOSSING~LAH BILINEAR MODULES 
Henceforth A always denotes a commutative ring. A bilinear module (P, B) 
consists of an A-module P and an A-bilinear form B : P x P + A. We call 
it nonsingulai if the homomorphism d : P + P” z-- Hom,(P, A), defined 
by d(x)(y) .= B(x, y), is an isomorphism. A submodule M of P will be called 
nonsingular if (192, B I(M x M)) is nonsingular. We write 
2’ ={yEPj B(y,x) =0 for all s E 343. 
(2.1) LEMMA. Let (P, B) b e a nonsingular bilinear module. If M is a direct 
summand of P then so also is ML. If P = M-‘- @ AI’ then B : M’ x -V -+ d 
induces an isomorphism M’ -- M*. 
Proof. Say P = M s 1V. With respect to the isomorphism 
d : J-’ r ;)I C$ N -., p” = $f* @ .&- 
we see that M = d-*(iv*), and so (1 induces an isomorphism of any com- 
plement, MI’, for Al-’ onto M*. 
(2.2) LIMMA. Let (P, B) be a bilinear module and let M be a nonsingular 
submodule. Then 
P --= M @ M-. 
Proof. If x E P then y + B(x, y), for y E M, is an element of M”, and 
hence of the form y LJ B(z, y) for a unique z F M. Thus x = z + (x - Z) 
where a is the unique element of M for which x - z E M-‘. 
3. TOTALL,Y ISOTROPIC DIRECT SUMMANDS 
Let c -1 il. A bilinear module (P, B) is called +symmetric if 
B(x, y) .== c-B(y, 4 f or all x, y E P. A submodule 34 of P is called totally 
isotropic if MC !%!I’. 
(3.1) LFXMA. Let (P, B) be an c-symmetric nonsingular bilinear module. 
Let M be a totally isotropic direct summand of P, and write P ::= M’ 8 M’ 
as in (2.1), (so that M’ E M*). Then M -I-- M’ is a non singular submodule, 
and 
P = (M 3 M’) @ (M 0 A!!)‘. 
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Proof. The sum H = M + M’ is direct because MC M-l (i.e. M is 
totally isotropic) and P = ML @ M’. The lemma will therefore follow from 
(2.2) once we verify that II is nonsingular. Since H* = M* 0 M’* we can 
represent d : If -P H* by a matrix (G g) where 01 : M -+ M* is zero (M is 
totally isotropic) and where j3 : M’ -* AZ* is an isomorphism (Lemma (2.1)). 
Moreover y can be identified with c times the dual of /3, by e-symmetry, so 
y is also an isomorphism. It is now clear that (F $) is an isomorphism (with 
inverse (‘jY$s-’ yil)). 
4. SYMPLECTIC MODULES 
They are nonsingular bilinear modules (P, B) for which B is alternating, 
i.e. B(x, x) = 0 for all x E P. Such a B is (-1)-symmetric. We shall also call 
such a B a symplectic structure on P. 
(4.1) PROPOSITION. Let P be an A-module and let L be an invertible 
A-module. If P @ L admits a symplectic structure then P z P’ @ L* for some 
P’. 
Proof. Suppose (P @L, B) is a symplectic module. Since L is locally 
free of rank one it must be totally isotropic. Hence (3.1) implies that 
P@L =(L@L’)@(LOL’)l 
for some L’ g Lx. Factoring out L, WC conclude that P z L* @ P’, where 
P’ = (L @L’)‘. 
(4.2) COROLLARY. If P @ A g A24 then P s P’ @A for some P’. 
Proof. The matrix ($ ,$) d fi e nes a symplectic structure on A2%. 
Remark. This argument shows why an odd dimensional sphere always 
has a nonvanishing tangent vector field. One applies the above reasoning 
with the tangent bundle in the role of P. 
(4.3) COROLLARY. Let A = k[t, ,..., t,,-,J as in 5 1. If P is a projective 
A-module of rank r --_ 2n - I then P z P’ @ A for some P’. 
Proof. It follows from (1 S) that P @ A is free, so this corollary follows 
from the preceding one. 
(4.4) PROPOSITION. Let P be a projectave A-module of rank two. Then P 
admits a symplectic structure sf and only tf the invertible module A2P is free. 
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In this case thegroup U(A) of units of A operates transitively on the isomwphism 
classes of symplectic structures, z&h isotropy group the image of 
GL(P) % U(A). 
Proof. An alternating form B on P is an element of A2P*, and one sees 
by localizing that B is non singular if and only if it generates A2P*; this 
proves the first assertion. 
Suppose A2P is free with generator e. Then, for x, y E P, we can write 
x A y -- B(x, y) e, and every alternating form on P is aB for some a E A. 
The form aB is nonsingular precisely when a E U(A), so U(A) operates 
transitively on the set, U(A) B, of symplectic structures. If 31 E GL(P) is an 
automorphism of P then 01 carries the form aB to det(cY) aB, so aB and 6B 
define isomorphic symplectic structures precisely when ab-l = det(a) for 
some 01 E GL(P). This completes the proof. 
(Xote that det(a lP) = a2, so that coker (GL(P) -+ C:(A)) is a group of 
exponent 2.) 
(4.5) COROLLARY. If A is factorial then every projective module of rank 
two admits a symplectic structure. In particular it is isomorphic to its dual. 
From (1.5) and (4.3), plus the above corollary we obtain: 
(4.6) COROLLARY. Let A = k[t, , t, , t3] as in 3 1. Then every projective 
A-module of finite rank is isomorphic to its dual. 
Remark. Using (3.1) and S erre’s theorem ([I], Ch. IV) it is easy to show 
that there are no non trivial symplectic modules (P, D) where P is projective 
and A is noetherian of Krull dimension one. In other words (assuming P has 
constant rank) (P, B) must be isomorphic to (A2n, (-y i)) for some n. 
On the other hand there exist nontrivial examples over A of dimension 
two. For example take A =: Iw[x, y, z] =; [w[X, Y, a/(X2 T Y2 -\- Z2 - 1). 
Let P be the kernel of A3 -+ A sending (a, b, c) to ax -I- by + cz. Since 
P @ A s A3 it follows that A2P s A. Hence (4.4) implies P admits 
symplectic structures. These examples are nontrivial since P is not free. To 
determine the number of non isomorphic symplectic structures we first note 
that U(A) :-= R*, and that R*s lies in the image of det: GL(P)+ U(A). 
Thus it follows that there are exactly two structures provided there is no 
01 E GL(P) with determinant - 1. But such an OL would define an automorphism 
of the tangent bundle of the 2-sphere with one positive and one negative 
eigenvalue at each point. The positive and negative eigenspaces would thus 
give a decomposition of the tangent bundle, and this is known not to be 
possible. 
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5. QUADRATIC MODULES 
They are nonsingular (1 -) symmetric bilinear modules (P, B) for which 
P is finitely generated and projective. The rank of (P, B) refers to the rank 
of P. 
Examples. (1) Those for which P is invertible are stable under tensor 
product, and their isomorphism classes thus form a group, which we denote 
Discr(A) 
There is a homomorphism II H [u] from U(A) into it induced by u I-+ (A, B,) 
where I&,(x, y) := WY. Moreover (P, B) w P induces a homomorphism 
Discr(A) + Pit(A). It is easy to see that the sequence 
U(A) -% U(A) --t Discr (A) + Pit (A) % Pit (A) 
is exact. 
(2) Let (P, B) be a quadratic module. For each r >, 0 there is a cor- 
responding quadratic module (A’P, “A,“). If r = rank P we shall call 
the class of this the discriminant of (P, B). 
(3) Let P be a finitely generated projective A-module. We then have the 
quadratic module H(P) = (P @ P*, BP), where 
BP@, f), (Y, LT>> = f(r) -I- g(x). 
A quadratic module isomorphic to one of these is said to be hyperbolic. It is 
easily checked that H(P) has discriminant [--I]. 
(5.1) PROPOSITION. Let A be an integral domain in which 2 is invertible. 
Then every quadratic module of rank two and discriminant [- I] is hyperbolic. 
Proof. Let (P, B) be such a quadratic module, and assume first that 
P is the free module AZ. Then B is represented by a matrix (f :). After 
multiplying the basis elements by a unit we can further arrange that 
UC - b2 == -I, since discr(P, B) == [-I]. WC begin with some special cases. 
Case 1: b :-= 0. 
Then ac -= --I so we can choose the basis 
relative to which the matrix for B is (i ,$. 
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Case 2: u = 2b(b + 1) is a unit. 
Then we use the basis 
(b + 1, -a) 
u-y-c, b + I), 
relative to which B is represented by (i i). 
Case 3: A is a field. 
Eliminating cases 1 and 2 we must have b = -1. Then we can multiply 
one basis element by -1, thus changing B to --b = 1. This is now case 2. 
Case 4: A is local. 
If m the maximal ideal we can apply case 3 to A/m and arrange that 
(i “,, ES (y k) mod m. 
Then we are in case 2 again. 
General case : We no longer assume P is free. 
Let K be the field of fractions of A, and consider the extension of U to 
V = K gA P. By case 3 P is hyperbolic. In particular it contains precisely 
two isotropic lines, and the latter intersect I-’ therefore in the two unique 
maximal isotropic submodules, L and L’, of P. Evidently L n L’ = 0, so it 
will suffice to show that P = L + L’. For then it is clear that (P, R) z H(L). 
To see that P = L + L’ it suffices to check it locally at each maximal 
ideal m. But it is clear that L, and L,’ are the two maximal isotropic sub- 
modules of P,,, . Hence, by case 4, P, is their direct sum. 
Remarks. (I) If we do not assume above that A is an integral domain 
then there arc simple counterexamples to the assertion of the proposition. 
(2) If A is factorial then the invertible modules L and L’ above are free, 
so P must be free. Thus: 
(5.2) COROLLARY. Let A be a factorial ring in which 2 is invertible, and let 
P be a projective A-module of rank two. l’hen P is free if (and only ij) P supports 
a 72071 singular symmetric bilinear form of discriminant [--11. 
In cast A = k[t, ,..., tn] as in $ I we have U(A) -= k* and Pic(,4) = 0 
(A is factorial), soDiscr(A) = k*/k*‘. Thus, if K is algebraically closed we see 
that all discriminants of quadratic modules are equal. Therefore the assertion 
(1.7) of the introduction follows from the last corollary. 
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